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1.1 patch Hi friends, back again with a new video, this time we have release our custom1.3 map CF1_Lilangtagalog version 1.1.
1.3 patch released and we have also tagged this version with v1.0 since this version is the first version. For those who dont know
about version tag here are the info v1.0 version is the first version released, its the version where we started creating a tagalog
version and v1.1 the tagalog version version for CF1_Lilangtagalog. v1.2 version is the pre-release version but we only released
to our players. v1.3 is our public release. Thanks for watching and hope you like this video, remember to subscribe for more
youtube videos we released this patch for our clients, so here are the info about the patch, 1.3 patch Where Updates New and
changed features Minor fixes Read this before you update 1.3 patch is now a public release, for those who are not interested
about the release read this, this patch will only work if you have our tagalog version New and changed features: New: Players can
now use all weapons and melee weapons if they meet the required stock. When the player is using only the pistols they will no
longer use two sub-pistols. Players can now use the sub-pistols of the gauss and the kontum. When the player uses all ammo he
will no longer use a cigar butt. Players can now use a dynamite after the player has no more ammo. The flashing aim light when
the player enters the aim mode is now only displayed if he has a cigar butt. Now you can find a cigar butt and a cigar butt in the
right top corner. You can now adjust the speed of the scrolling gun when the player is in the aim mode. When the player enters
the aim mode now the aim mode is displayed for 3 seconds. When the player is in the aim mode now the aim mode is displayed
on the left side of the player. The right side of the aim mode is now covered with a black line to separate it from the guns view.
On the right

LINK CS 1.3: 1.3 New download link: CS 1.3 Protocol 45 1.1.0.9: 1.3 ... 2. Description: This mod contains all the necessary files
to create your own server. It has all the necessary commands so that you can manage all the resources and functions like a real
administrator. Requirements: - MySQL version 4.0 or higher - Apache version 1.3.x or higher - PHP version 5.x or higher (at
least 5.2.x) Server requirements: - Version 1.3.3 or higher (with plugins) - If you want to have more features, install a server
plugin, for example: fffad4f19a
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